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New York state of mind
Clemson men's basketball advance to final four of the NIT at Madison Square Garden.
BRAD HAIDER
STAFF WRITER

As the great musician Frank
Sinatra once said, "I want to be a
part of it, New York, New York."
The Clemson Tigers men's basketball
team will be a part of it, with the
National Invitational Tournament
(NIT) semi-finals in New York
City, after defeating the Belmont
University Bruins on Tuesday night
with a score of 73-68.
The Bruins presented a tough
test for the Tigers. The Bruins have
been to the NCAA tournament
several times in the past few years.
The two sides also showed a stark
contrast in strength as Belmont had
f^ shot just fewer than 40 percent as
a team from three-point land on
the season while Clemson was one
of the best teams at defending the
three pointers.
"I just have a lot of respect for
the way [Belmont's] kids play the
game," Clemson Head Coach Brad
Brownell, said.
"They competed as hard as
anybody we played this year, they were
very scrappy." Similar to the game

against Illinois last Sunday, it was
not decided until the final minutes.
Despite having a six-point lead to
start the second half, the Tigers were
put to the test early on in the
second half.
"I'm proud of our guys, to find
a way to win when we got down,"
Coach Brownell said of his team's
effort in the second half.
Belmont's Craig Bradshaw, who
led the Bruins with 21 points, hit
several threes to start the second
half, putting the Bruins ahead early
on in the second half. Despite a bad
shooting start for Clemson in the
second half, the Tigers managed to
keep the game close before ultimately
going ahead.
Demarcus Harrison and Rod
Hall were the catalysts that the Tigers
desperately needed late in the game.
Harrison scored eight of his pivotal
16 points with about four minutes
left to play in the second half. Hall
scored on a very nice drive down to
the basket and made a big free throw
on a critical three-point play that

see NIT page C2

K.J. McDaniels (No. 32) led the Tigers with 16 points, six rebounds and two blocks.

Distinguished service
awards announced

Douthit Hills and
Core Campus

Four Clemson alumni to receive prestigious post-grad honor.

New construction awaits state approval.

LAINEY HANNA
STAFF WRITER

April 4, 2014, four outstanding
Clemson alum will receive the
Distinguished Service Award, which is
one of the University's greatest honor
for post-graduates. 2014 recipients
include Charles Dalton (1964),
Steve Griffith (1954), S.C. Senator
Thomas Alexander (1978), and Dan
Stanzione (1967). The Clemson
Alumni Association is an openmembership, nonprofit organization
focused on connecting membets
of the 135,000-strong Clemson
Family, "inspiring pride, celebrating
achievement, providing service and

strengthening relationships with
Clemson University and with each
other" since its beginnings in 1896.
From the large pool of servant
alums, "In between four and five
recipients are selected for the honor
each year," Allison Addison, alumni
association special events coordinator,
said. "The award is related to service
to the university and the community
as a whole."
According to John Couch, of
Clemson's Media Relations, Stanzione
earned both his undergraduate and
graduate degrees at Clemson. He
is currently president emeritus of
Bell Laboratories, a member of the
Clemson University Foundation

board of directors and a committed
campaigner for The Will to Lead.
Among other donations to Clemson,
Stanzione made an endowment to
benefit women in engineering.
Gouch also reports that Steve
Gfiffith Jr. was selected based upon
his proactive influence on fellow
alum to give back to their Alma
mater. He is the leadet of Duke
Power and matched the donations
of Clemson alumni who worked at
Duke Power with the help of his
business. Donating annually to the
Clemson Fund since his matriculation
in 1976, Griffith has supported
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Clemson University recently
announced plans to provide new
housing and dining options through
new construction at Douthit Hills
and Core Campus; the project,
pending state approval, will begin
in fall of 2014 with the replacement
of historic Johnstone Hall and the
addition of upper-classmen and
Bridge student housing options.
These plans were first introduced
in 2008 with the development of
a 20 year Housing Master Plan,
with Douthit Hills and Core

Campus designated as the first
construction projects.
Douthit Hills is planned to
provide apartment-style living for
upperclassmen and more traditional
dorm options for Bridge to Clemson
students in the area behind Clemson
House; it will also potentially
include new dining options, retail
space and the bookstore, relocated
from its current home in the
Hendrix Student Center.
Core Campus, an area geared
toward
underclassmen,
will
also receive new housing and
dining options, specifically new
see DOUTHIT page A5
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Tigra Scientifica: Redy green and unseen
New research suggests the possibility of never before seen colors and color combinations.
TORI TANENBAUM
STAFF WRITER

Try to imagine the possibility
of unseen colors, such as a true redgreen blend.
Although you may be inclined
to imagine the murky brown color
that typically results from mixing red
and green pigments, there is more to
this color combination than meets
the human eye. Due to sensory
limitations in our eyes, humans are
unable to perceive certain colors
at the same time, making some
color pairings forbidden. Research
is now exploring the possibility
of revealing these colors to the
human eye.
The idea is somewhat complex,
due to the intricacy of the eye, and
is based on the opponent process
theory of color vision. The theory
speculates that when light hits
an object, some of it is absorbed,
while the remainder is reflected in
specific wavelengths.
The
different
wavelengths
of reflected light determine what
colors we perceive the object to be.
The waves reach the light-sensitive
portion of the eye, called the
retina, where there are independent
receptors that absorb the differing
wavelengths. The receptors are

made of neurons that work in an
antagonistic manner; one color is
perceived when certain neurons are
stimulated, and another color is
perceived when those neurons are
suppressed.
Most colors require a mix of the
effects of available receptors in order
to be processed in the visual cottex
of the brain. For example, incoming
red light will stimulate a certain
pattern of neurons, while green
light will inhibit them, which allows
different colors to be translated to the
brain. Because of this mechanism,
pairs of hues, such as red-green
and yellow-blue, cancel out each
other, making it impossible to see
them simultaneously.
Dr.
Vincent
Billock,
an
optometrist at Ohio State University,
has led the most recent experiments
defending the idea that these
forbidden colors are visible. His
work follows previous attempts to
override this physiological wiring
to prove the existence of these
colors, which were unsuccessful
and not recognized by the visual
science community.
Billock's
approach
involves
stabilizing the retinas of the eyes
as they view images of adjacent
stripes of equally bright opposing
colors^
Stabilizing the retina,

The human eye may be obscuring never before seen colors. New research may provide access to these unknown hues.
through a method called "eye
tracking," ensures that the images
of red and green stripes, or yellow
and blue stripes, are fixated on the
same retinal cells. Participants in
the trials were expected to see the
borders between the visual stimuli
disappear so that the two colors in
the image combined. According to
Billock's many trials, the exercise
was a success, and the subjects
were able to see colors that were
subjectively described as "reddish-

green" and "yellowish-blue," rather
than just brown or green. Billock
reasoned that stabilizing the retina
decreased the competition between
opponent neurons so that both
were able to perceive color and
respond simultaneously.
Although these colors will not be
seen in everyday life, the possibility
exists for creating technology to allow
the viewing of these unimaginable
combinations by anyone. By looking
further into this concept, there is

also the possibility of correcting
color-blindness, and unraveling the
mysteries of the complex nature
behind color vision, which still
perplexes researchers.
The present question is, can
we believe in what is unseen and
can only be described subjectively
in experiments? We may only
know the truth if we find out
individually if the colors of the
rainbow are more expansive than we
previously believed.

MICHELIN CAREER CENTER
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM

Center for CAREER AND
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

UPIC INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

SHIPS
UPIC - Paid-On Campus Professional Internships
for Undergraduates -- All Majors, All Colleges
Intern on campus
1.2-15 hrs/week and
;ain valuable career
experience. Available
internships
are posted in
Clemson JobLink.

APPLY TO A UPIC
NTERNSHIP TODAY!
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Dr. Lesly Temesvari has been working for 14 years researching the human pathogen Entamoeba histolytica

ARTICLE BY: KATHERINE SCHENCK, STAFF WRITER
Over the last 14 years, Dr. Lesly Temesvari has been
researching Entamoeba histolytica, a human pathogen
that causes amoebic dysentery and amoebic liver abscess
in developing countries. These countries often have substandard sanitation, and the amoeba causes dysentery, an
inflammatory disease of the bowels, in up to 50,000,000
people each year.
When this amoeba infects a human host, it most
likely confronts stress within the host environment
and an immune response. The most recent grant to Dr.
Temesvari and her research came from the National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, part of the
National Institutes of Health (NIH) and her goal is to
find a way characterize the stress response in the parasite
and potentially find a cure.
"The aim of her research is to' be able to understand
what causes the parasite to be so successful at infecting
the human body and therefore how to eliminate it from
the body," said junior Lindsey Stegall.
"We are looking at the relationships between E.
histolytica and other similar pathogens to see if a
certain protein translation during stress conditions
is present in E. histolytica," said master's candidate
Holland Hendrick.
The research is part of a Clemson University
program known as the Eukaryotic Pathogens Innovation
Center (EPIC). Dr. Temesvari is one of the founding
members of the research center, which is located in the
new Life Science Facility. In this center, seven faculty
members work with various parasites that cause some
of the world's leading causes of death, such as malaria,
dysentery, sleeping sickness and fungal meningitis.
Many of these diseases are strongly concentrated in
low-income areas and are often neglected by researchers
because they are not cost-effective in the needed areas.
In these impoverished areas, the parasites often lead
to political instability as well, which further supports

the need for research in these areas. Throughout her
doctoral work at the University of Windsor in Windsor,
Ontario in Canada and her post-doctoral work at the
Louisiana State University Health Sciences Center in
Shreveport, LA, Dr. Temesvari studies cell biology and
focused on a non-pathogenic amoeba. During her final
year qf post-doctoral work, Temesvari discovered a
pathogen that appeared to be one of the non-pathogenic
amoebas she was studying. However, she discovered
that it had different characteristics and was actually
Entamoeba histolytica. This discovery spurred Dr.
Temesvari's research.
"I had a very generous post-doctoral advisor that let
me take this unexpected path of research in his lab and
the rest is history — I have been studying Entamoeba
now for 14 years," said Temesvari.
Dining the 14 yjears of her research, Dr. Temesvari's
work has been funded by two other NIH grants totaling
approximately $1.5 million. This most .recent granfTs a
two-year, $147,157 grant for Dr. Temesvari to use stateof-the-art molecular and cellular biology approaches to
find new possibilities for drug design.
"I cannot take full credit. None of the successes
that; I have had would have been possible without the
excellent team of researchers that have worked in my
lab over the past 14 years," said Temesvari. Throughout
the years, her team has included four PhD students (all
graduated), three Masters students (one current and
two graduated), three full-time research associates (one
current), one full-time post-doctoral fellow (current)
and numerous undergraduate researchers (three current,
more than 30 total). "I have been so lucky to recruit and
work with so many talented scientists."
Three of the currents students assisting with the
project are Holland Hendrick (Masters Candidate),
Michelle Rock (Undergraduate Researcher) and Lindsey
Stegall (Undergraduate Researcher).

GRAPHICS BY: MEGAN MATTHEWS, NEWS LAYOUT EDITOR
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SAY
WHAT?
CLEMSON TWEETS
JDHNS4
DEAR CLEMSON, I'M TIRED OF THIS WEATHER. IT'S
ALMOST APRIL, THUS SHOULDN'T BE 30° ON MY WALK
TO CLASS. PLEASE WARM UP! LOVE, JOEY

RACHEL DINGER@RACHELDINI

LOVE THE CONTRAST OF #BLUESKIES AND WHITE
BLOSSOMS... #SPRING #CLEMSON @ LIBRARY BRIDGE
THE WORST @BfflTT_HDODmGH

CLEMSON MUST HAVE FORGOTTEN WE WAS JUST ON
SPRING BREAK... THEY SENDING EMAILS OUT LIKE WE
WERE SUPPOSE TO BE DOING WORK OVER BREAK.

THERE ARE 6 FLOORS IN THE CLEMSON LIBRARY. I DON'T
UNDERSTAND WHY YOU'RE SOCIALIZING ON THE ONLY
QUIET FLOOR. I KNOW YOU SEE MY GLARES...

SITTING IN THE LIBRARY AND START HEARING A
SAXOPHONE, THANK YOU CLEMSON FOR SOOTHING LIVE
MUSIC #SOUNDSGREAT

JUST COUGHING ALONG LIBRARY BRIDGE WONDERING
WHEN CLEMSON'S CAMPUS IS GOING TOBACCO FREE

@KT_MOSLEY ANYBODY THAT PASSED A CLEMSON
MATH CLASS THE FIRST TRY IS A PART OF THE
ILLUMINATI THIS IS NOT DEBATABLE

3RD

WHY DOES CLEMSON RE-PAVE A SIDEWALK THAT HAS
NOTHING WRONG WITH IT? PUT MY MONEY ELSEWHERE
PLEASE!
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Cyber Infrastructure
bolstered by grant
National Science Foundation awards 5.3 million dollar grant.
KRISTINA TONEY
STAFF WRITER

Clemson University has received
a 5.3 million dollar grant from the
National Science Foundation for
the purpose of expanding its cyber
infrastructure, outreach and education
programs as a part of the nationwide
program
known
as
Advanced
Cyberinfrastructure — Campus Based
Computational Research Support.
As a part of the nationwide
program, Clemson will partner with
universities such as the University of
Hawaii, the University of Southern
California, the University of Utah, the
University of Wisconsin and Harvard
University as part of a pilot group.
Leading the program is Clemson's
own Chief Information Officer Jim
Bottum.Jim Bottum, along with the
members of the project team, said
that they wanted to be a part of the
innovative program because "Clemson
has experienced a transformational
change with respect to access to state of
the art advanced computing resources
for research and education based on the
concept of facilitators to assist faculty,
staff and students in utilizing these
resources in their disciplines. Here at
Clemson, 46 out of 54 departments
on campus have received training on
advanced computing and its use in
research and education.
This means that just about
every department and discipline on
campus can realize a real impact
from utilizing Clemson's worldclass computing infrastructure, but
this can be a daunting challenge

AWARDS from page Al
various athletes, specifically men and
women's rowers. His gifts made rowing
at Clemson a reality. Charles Dalton,
president of IPTAY and Upstate
business leader, is recognized for his
exemplary service to Pickens County
as a whole and to the university. He
received three different honors for his
work to bring jobs into the county,
has served on a number of boards of
directors for Upstate agencies, and
has made great impacts to campus
through over 35 years of supporting

for those new to high performance
computing environments."
The project team states that
the goal of the project for Clemson
University is "to expand the number
of disciplines able to make productive
use of advanced computing resources
and to enable collaborations across
institutions for faculty, staff and
students in their research areas.
This project is also enabling a
national network of Advanced
Cyberinfrastructure Research and
Education Facilitators (ACI-REFs) to
build a community of researchers and
facilitators who can rely upon one
another's shared experiences."
Work on the project began
on March 1. It is expected to be
implemented at Clemson in hopes to
spread across the country soon.
The program has the ability to
greatly impact student's experiences
here at Clemson. The project team
believes that "Students are an integral
part of the success of this project
— either by benefitting through the
experience of interacting with an
ACI-REF and learning how to utilize
advanced computing resources for their
research, or through participating in
one of the multi-institutional projects
that will enable a national network
of contacts and potential internship
exchanges with partner campuses."
"One tangible outcome of this
project will be to foster research
projects across our initial partner
campuses — the University of Hawaii,
the University of Southern California,
the University of Utah, the University
of Wisconsin and Harvard University

— and to enable students from all
of these campuses to collaborate with
one another on projects of interest.
Further, faculty enabled by the ACIREF interactions will better prepare
students in the classroom to deploy
advanced
computing
resources
to supplement their coursework
and research projects," the project
team states.
"It's the 21st century and
technology is always moving forward,
so I'm glad we have the resources
available to keep up," Pooja Patel, a
sophomore said.
Upon hearing that the project's
leader is from Clemson, Patel stated
that his involvement, amongst
that of the other Clemson faculty
members,
is,
"making
Tigers
everywhere proud!"
Reflecting on the program,
Freshman Tim Koch said, "I think it
a really cool idea. The thought that
it would help researchers collaborate
better and increase the computing
power on their projects is amazing.
Having a research team scattered
throughout the nation would give a
broader view on the subject to make
the research better and/or make the
research go faster."
Looking
toward
the
implementation of the program here
at Clemson, The project team'state's"
that for them, "The most rewarding
part of the experience would be having
the country recognize Clemson for
the computational support model we
have built and fund our team to see
if we can translate this program into a
national model."

the Clemson Fund and a major gift
through The Will to Lead to the
WestZone project.
Senator Alexander is yet another
Tiger who has utilized his power
in the work community to benefit
others. He has earned various titles
through public service, holds many
leadership positions in the National
Conference of State Legislatures, and
is an entrepreneur.
He is remembered for supporting
Clemson with legislative initiatives,
according
to
Clemson
Media
Relations.
James
Hollowel,
a

freshman engineering major, said he
looks forward to being alum. "For
sure. I am excited to give back. I
think it's a good idea to reward those
who exhibit excellent service; this
award should be for something above
and beyond what other alumni do,"
Hollowel said. Those who exhibit
distinguished service make students
like James look forward to joining
the ranks of supporters. He finished,
"I hope to see the alumni do things
like start new programs and build
facilities that will bring the Clemson
community together."

NC STATE UNIVERSITY

OF
MANAGEMENT
POOLE COLLEGE
JENKINS GRADUATE SCHOOL
MASTER OF GLOBAL INNOVATION

PEOPLE ON THE CLEMSON FACEBOOK ARE COMPLAINING

1 Year, 2 Business Degrees, 3 Continents
THE GLOBAL, DUAL DEGREE MASTERS PROGRAM

ABOUT NOT BEING ABLE TO TAKE THEIR GUNS INTO
BARS. MAYBE I AM READY TO GRADUATE ... #SCPROBS
The MGIM program will equip you
business management skills, global exposure and
on-the-ground experience you'll need to gain a
competitive advantage in the global job market.

HTTP://POOLE.NCSU.EDU/MGIM
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Call Me MISTER grant
Program promoting diversity in education receives funds.
MEREDITH WILLIAMSON
STAFF WRITER

Clemson's Call Me MISTER
(Mentors
Instructing
Students
Toward Effective Role Models)
program has received a $1.3 million
grant from the W. K. Kellogg
Foundation to work with Jackson
State University (JSU) with the
goal of increasing the number of
African-American male teachers in
the Jackson, Miss, public schools.
Call Me MISTER was established
at Clemson University in 2000
with the mission of increasing the
number of male minority teachers
in South Carolina public schools.
The program involves collaboration
between Clemson University and
four historically black colleges in
order to recruit, train, certify and
secure employment for AfricanAmerican males as teachers.
Since the implementation of the
program in 2000, there has been a
75 % increase in African-American
male teachers in South Carolina
elementary schools. The program
has seen substantial growth over the
past decade, expanding to 17 South
Carolina colleges.
Clemson joined forces with
Jackson State University in 2012,

DOUTHIT from page Al
construction to replace Harcombe
Dining Hall and Johnstone Hall.
According to University Housing and
Dining, a current lack of funds has
prevented plans to replace the Edgar
Allen Brown University Union.
University Housing and Dining
spearheaded the project, with support
from university administrators,
consultants, and Campus Planning
and Design. Joy Moss, director of
business operations for Housing
and Dining, reports, "University
Housing has been at the center
of these projects and continues to
provide direction and momentum to
see these projects for life."
Clemson University Student
Government has also played a
role in the project, with former
Undergraduate
Student
Body

and Roy Jones, the executive
director of Call Me MISTER at
Clemson, expects the W.K. Kellogg
Foundation's financial support to
solidify Clemson's collaboration
"The foundation's grant will
help to firmly establish the Call Me
MISTER model as a vehicle to begin
building a steady pipeline of AfricanAmerican male early childhood and
elementary teachers expected to serve
in Jackson, Miss public schools,"
Jones said. "Both the Foundation
and JSU were attracted to the Call
Me MISTER program due to its
demonstrated 14 years of success in
recruiting, retaining and developing
African American male teachers in
South Carolina."
Jones hopes that the program
will have a lasting impact at JSU,
"Like so many other southern
historically black colleges and
universities, Jackson State has a long
and impressive legacy of producing
African-American
educators;
however, in recent decades, fewer
and fewer of these educators have
been male teachers.
Our initiative with JSU is
destined to change that downward
spiral." Justin Ballenger, a Ph.D.
candidate, was among the first class

of Clemson MISTERs to earn their
Masters degree, and he believes the
program has had a profound impact
on his development as an educator
and servant leader.
"Participation in this program
made me acutely aware of the
responsibility I possess as an educator
to not only serve in the classroom,
but also in the communities my
students are a part of. Through
this program I have forged positive
and meaningful relationships with
students, educators and other
community leaders that have helped
me to become a more effective
servant leader. I consider it an honor
to have the opportunity to aid in the
development of the MISTER cohort
at Jackson State University. The
growth and transformation I have
witnessed with the JSU MISTERs
has been phenomenal. I know these
men will have a lasting impact on
the education system in Mississippi,"
said Ballenger.
Jackson State University has
10 students currently enrolled
in the program as freshmen and
sophomores, and Jones anticipates
that 25 fully certified MISTERs will
graduate from JSU in the next four
years as a direct result of the W.K.
Kellogg Foundation's support.

President
Kayley
Seawright
encouraging students to tweet the
hashtag #ClemsonNeeds in order
to show their support for the new
renovations and construction.
Underclassmen students, many
of whom will be on campus for
the construction and completion
of the new buildings, look forward
to their new housing and dining
options. Freshman microbiology
major Courtney Hundsinki says in
reference to the future hoptions at
Douthit Hills, "I like the idea, I like
that it's so close on campus. I mean
it's basically like Daniel Square,
where it's off campus but you're still
so close you can walk home from
game days and everything. I think
I'll definitely consider it."
Many graduating upperclassmen
also agree about the benefits of the
project. Senior computer science

and 'English double major Jeff
Kinnison jokes, "Honestly, I'm a
little annoyed, because how dare
they improve campus after I'm gone
... But really, it's good that they're
actually doing stuff to make the
campus better for future generations
of Tigers."
For the current residents of
Johnstone Hall, the upcoming
renovations have been a source of
excitement. "I think it's a step in the
right direction. I mean, obviously,
the university planned this building
to be temporary housing about 60
years ago, I think. So it's well overdue but [Johnstone] gets a bad rap
at the same time," states sophomore
agricultural education major and
Johnstone resident assistant Jacob
Barnes. "I think Johnstone, it's an
iconic and a historical place on
campus, but it's time for it to go."

with JSU.
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POLICE BLOTTER
Officer Gary Leslie reported to Harcombe Dining
Hall on March 23 to a case of petit larceny
reported at 4:31 p.m.
11%***
Officer Alonzo McDonald responded to a case of
simple possession of marijuana that occurred at
Thornhill Village at 1:24 a.m. on March 21st.
Officer Joshua Labrecque arrested one individual
for driving under the influence at SC Highway 93
and Newman Road on March 22 at 2:04 a.m.
Officer William prank Looper responded to a call
from Jervey Meadows placed at 2:28 p.m. on
March 23. The call reported a case of malicious
injury to personal property that occurred at

10:45 a:m^H^

>mm&

Officer Tasha Carpenter answered a call from Barre
Hall for an act of petit larceny that had occurred at
3:00 p.m. on March 23. No arrests were made.
Officer John Travis Williams responded at 8:48 p.m. on
March 23 to a reported case of petit larceny that had
taken place in the Lightsey Bridge parking area. The
crime was committed on March 15 at 7 a.m.
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HIGH: 64 DEGREES
LOW: 55 DEGREES

SATURDAY, MAR. 29
HIGH: 69 DEGREES
LOW: 41 DEGREES

SUNDAY, MAR. 30
HIGH:71 DEGREES
LOW: 40 DEGREES
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HIGH: 71 DEGREES
LOW: 40 DEGREES

0(864) 477-9207
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HIGH: 73 DEGREES
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HIGH: 74 DEGREES
3W: 47 DEGREES

WEDNESDAY, APR. 2
HIGH:71 DEGREES
W:51 DEGREES

THURSDAY, APR. 3
HIGH:70 DEGREES
OW: 48 DEGREES
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OPINIONS
Back to the streets

While the majority of Clemson
was away for Spring Break, a
sign posted in a bar in downtown
Clemson spurred a viral controversy regarding
gun control in America. Following a recent
change in South Carolina gun law, permitholding persons are now allowed to carry
concealed weapons in establishments that
serve alcohol, provided the carrier is not
imbibing. To demonstrate their disagreement,
Backstreets of Clemson posted a temporary
sign in their window prohibiting concealed i
weapons within their doors.
The owner of an establishment serving
alcohol is completely within their legal right
to choose to prohibit concealed weapon
carriers within their walls. South Carolina
allows any public or private employer to
prohibit a person from carrying on the
premises of their business or workplace, as
well as authorizes a private property owner
to prohibit concealed weapon carries on
their premises.
Backstreets now exhibits a permanent
sign banning concealed weapons within
their building that abides by South Carolina
specifications for a legally sound sign,
hosting the words "No Concealable Weapons
Allowed" in black, one inch tall and uppercase
letters centered at the bottom, and an image
of the black silhouette of a handgun within a
circle with a diagonal line running through it.
Despite the fact that the temporary sign
had no legal bearing, as it did not follow the
specificarions dictated by the state, it was the
language used in the temporary sign, terms
such as "loser" and "douchebag" that sparked
a backlash from gun owners and pro-gun
types nationwide. The original tweet had
over 67 retweets, and the sign and subsequent
backlash made headlines on websites such as
Gawker and The Huffington Post. Ultimately
the controversy, permeating the Internet last
week, called for significant national and local

introspection concerning gun legislation.
What purpose is there for a concealed
weapon to be carried within the doors of
a bar in a college town? South Carolina law
concerning concealed weapons asserts that a
weapon may be carried with a license if the
weapon is hidden from view in normal wear of
clothing, except when needed for self-defense,
for the defense of others, or for the protection
of real or personal property.
It is not unreasonable for a bar owner to not

"In a setting that
already beckons to
bar fights, altered
consciousness, and
emotional disturbance,
welcoming guns into th(
mix is a potentially
dangerous move."
want patrons in an establishment catering to
college students who enjoy drinking alcohol,
sometimes to excess. A bar owner then,
runs an even higher risk in welcoming the
patronage of a person potentially carrying
a concealed weapon and serving alcohol to
them. In a setting that already beckons to bar
fights, altered consciousness, and emotional
disturbance, welcoming guns into the mix is
a potentially dangerous move — one that bar
owners have the right to say no to, but should
go about in the proper way.
Further, when considering Backstreets is a
bar in a college town, it seems unnecessary
to have a concealed weapon. According
to demandaction.org, 10 college campus

shootings have already occurred in 2014.
Clemson University cites the "South Carolina
Code of Laws section 16-23-420(a) addressing
carrying a weapon on campus and reads, "It is
unlawful for a person to possess a firearm of
any kind on any premises or property owned,
operated, or controlled by a private or public
school, without the express permission of
the authorities in charge of the premises or
property.'" It follows, "the provisions of this
subsection related to any premises or property
owned, operated, or controlled by a private
or public school, college, university, technical
college, or other post-secondary institution,
do not apply to a person who is authorized
to carry a concealed weapon pursuant to
'The Law Abiding Citizens Self-Defense Act
of 1996' when the weapon remains inside
an attended or locked motor vehicle and is
secured in a closed glove compartment, closed
console, closed trunk, or in a closed container
secured by an integral fastener and transported
in the luggage compartment of the vehicle."
The community might be wise not to
encourage mixing students, alcohol, and
concealed weapons.
The abrasiveness of Backstreets original
sign was to excess, Mut in spite of not
following the legal specifications for such
signs, the business owner was in legal right
to prohibit concealed weapon carriers in their
establishment. Backstreets made a decision to
ban concealed weapon carriers within their
place of business, though the ban should have
been stated in significantly more respectful and
tolerant terms.

Want to write for Opinions?
Email opinions.thetigernews@gmail.com

RANTS
Coming back from Spring
Break was worse than tiie
movie "Spring Breakers."
I can't believe she dropped
that major spoiler.
Who could1 never be sure?
Snow on Spring Break are
you f***ing kidding me
Northern Virginia. Never
leaving Clemson again...
But it's cold...
Why do they have to keep
changing the buffalo
chicken wraps?
Subway's Flatizzas definitely
are the most genuine
of food choices.
Why did I do the bump
every single day my junior
year of high school?
Can Clemson please get
more bars?

The opinions expressed in the above editorial
are written by the opinions editor and represent
the majority opinion of The Tiger editorial board.
In representing the majority view, the staff editorials
may not represent the individual view of any
particular member.

My head is peeling and now
it looks like I have dandruff.
We don't get classes off
for Good Friday? I knew
I should have gone to a
Catholic school.
Who isn't tolerating
nowadays?
I don't care you're eating
leaves and broccoli. Stop
photographing it for social
media attention.
I want to be Naomi from
Wolf ofWallstreet. Please.
Who could never know?
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Reality stars real people
KATE THOMAS

Columnist
I was browsing the Internet and avoiding
studying for an inevitable online test
when my friend texted me, offering a
welcome excuse not to study. Her text directed
me to the website of the Lifetime show,
"Preacher's Daughters," where I proceeded to
watch the first 15 minutes of the season two
premiere. Again, I was thankful for anything
to distract me from Blackboard. I was half
watching the show on my computer and half
picking at my nail polish when I heard the
words "My name is Megan Cassidy. I'm from
Boiling Springs, S.C., and I go to Lake Bowen
Baptist Church." My heart stopped and my
eyes shot up from my nails to the computer
screen. Hold on a second, what?
I guess there is need for a little background
here. I am from Boiling Springs and went to
Boiling Springs High School. I also have family

that attends Lake Bowen Baptist Church. I
even went to high school with Megan's brother,
Zac. I stared at the computer screen in utter
shock. As I watched the first 15 minutes, I saw
my high school, the entrance sign into Boiling
Springs and many other familiar places. I had
watched the first 15 minutes, but then waited
another two weeks for the premiere to finish
watching it.
During the next two weeks I started thinking,
and if we are all honest with ourselves, this is
never good. I started to wonder what could
possibly urge someone to do a reality show.
Or, a more interesting question, what would
cause people to watch the reality shows? Why
do we anxiously wait for the new seasons of
"Keeping up with the Kardashians" or "Teen
Mom?"
I had originally convinced myself that I was
only going to watch "Preacher's Daughters"
one time to get a glimpse of my hometown
turned famous. If this were the case, why have
I watched every episode since the premiere,
and why do I actually get excited about it? I
think that we enjoy watching other people deal
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with drama in their lives and we even like the
drama. Though we crave a little drama in our
lives, we do not want to deal with it ourselves,
so watching reality shows is a good substitute.
As we watch these reality shows, we are
quick to judge the people on camera. When I
first started watching "Preacher's Daughters," I
only thought of these girls as attention seeking
rebels. However, as I have continued to watch
the Lifetime reality show, I have fallen in love
with these girls. First there is Megan, a pretty,
tall, blonde from the Upstate, whose father is a
worship leader at Lake Bowen Baptist Church.
Megan deals with the pressures that every
teenage girl faces: pressures from parents,
drinking, drugs and sex. There is Kolby, a
sweet and creative brunette, whose divorced
parents are both highly involved with church
and very often giving sermons. Kolby wants to
pursue her passion and go to college to be a
fashion designer, but her dad refuses to pay for
school unless she takes a year after high school
to do mission work. Then there is Taylor,
who begrudgingly goes to church early and
stays late. Her preacher father is not a fan of

her enjoyment of sexual music videos. Lastly
there is Tori, my personal favorite from New
Orleans. She is a hilarious legal adult, who in
the pilot, has to move back in with her parents
because of an eviction from her apartment.
She goes to her parent's house and says, "I
was talking to Jesus, and He told me to move
back in with you." To which her father replied,
"Jesus didn't tell me."
These four girls are just regular people who
have made the conscious decision to have their
lives filmed. For what reasons, I am not sure.
But what I am sure of is that yes, they make
mistakes, but who doesn't? The difference
between your mistakes and their mistakes is
that theirs are filmed and put on television
for all to see. So if we watch reality shows like
Preacher's Daughters, let us not judge them so
heavily and, be grateful that it is not us on the
other side of that camera.

KATE THOMAS is an English major. Email
comments to letters@thetigernews.com.

Paws up,
Alicia Keys, Pharrell and Kendrick Lamar joined musical forces for
"It's On Again" for "The Amazing Spider-Man 2" soundtrack, and
they are now working on the music video.
While we still have to wait until Feb. 13, 2015, for "Fifty Shades of
Grey" to hit theaters, a few lucky folks were treated to a five-minute
preview of the highly anticipated erotic flick earlier this week at
CinemaCon in Las Vegas.

SUMMER SESSIONS CAN HELP YOU:
ACCELERATE YOUR DEGREE PROGRAM.

Jeff" Bauman, who lost his legs in the Boston Marathon bombings
and then helped authorities identify the suspects, is engaged and an
expectant father. The happy couple is expecting in July.

FOCUS ON TOUGHER COURSES.
GRADUATE ON TIME.

Paws down
MORE THAN 300 COURSES WILL BE OFFERED THIS SUMMER,
INCLUDING STUDY ABROAD AND ONLINE CLASSES,
INDEPENDENT STUDIES AND INTERNSHIPS.

843.953.4831
SUMMER@COFC.EDU I GO.COFC.EDU/SUMMER

Just before President Barack Obama's arrival in the Netherlands
earlier this week, the Secret Service sent three agents
home after one agent was found inebriated
in an Amsterdam hotel, the Secret Service said Tuesday.
w
"Scandal" star Columbus Short was arrested Wednesday on a
felony battery charge stemming from his alleged involvement in a
bar fight on March 15.
FOX Network is set to air a new reality show called
"I Wanna Marry 'Harry,'" in which 12 women compete to win
the affections of an actor they legitimately think
is Britain's Prince Harry.
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True tolerance is tough
ADAM MILLSAP

Columnist

On Feb. 26, Arizona Governor Jan Brewer
vetoed a controversial bill that would have
allowed business owners to refuse service to
homosexuals if it violated their religious beliefs. Supporters
of the bill say it is needed to protect religious freedom,
while opponents of the bill say that it is a form of legalized
discrimination. All legal nuances and jargon aside, I do not
think that the government should force a business owner
to serve someone. Businesses should be able to refuse
service to anyone they want to for any reason. This might
seem like an extreme position, but fundamentally it is
about tolerance.
If we want to live in a truly free society, individuals
have to tolerate the actions of people who they disagree
with, even if those actions strike at the very core of their
values. This is what makes true tolerance so difficult and
so elusive. For example, many liberals who are pro-choice
argue a woman has a right to full ownership of her body,
but do not feel sex workers have this same right.. They
want pro-life people to join them in tolerating a woman's

choice, but also join them in legally prohibiting a woman's
right to choose her desired profession. On the right, people
accept that adults are wise enough to make decisions about
consuming alcohol but not about using marijuana. They
hide behind excuses, but for many of them, it comes down
to the fact that they like alcohol, but disagree with the use
of other drugs. Like the previous example, they are tolerant
of an adult's right to choose when that choice aligns with
their choice. It seems that most people are only tolerant
when they agree with what is being tolerated. And in
those cases, it is not tolerance that is being practiced, but
hypocrisy.
It is important to remember that all laws are ultimately
enforced by the use of violence. People do not obey laws
because they are afraid of fines; they pay the necessary
fines because what they are really afraid of is being sent
to jail. Every time a law is passed that prohibits some
form of activity the majority is advocating the use of
violence against the minority who dares disobey their law.
Unfortunately, many people quickly resort to legislation to
prohibit the things that they disagree with when they are
part of the majority, rarely stopping to think that on some
issues they are going to be in the minority and similar force
will be used on them.
Instead of using force, individuals should try other,
non-coercive ways to encourage people to adopt certain

positions. Better education can help people make better
choices about drug use. Refusing to patronize businesses
that will not serve gay people can put financial pressure
on those businesses. This may force them to shut down
or change their policy in order to stay open. Often, it
will take longer to attain the desired results using social
pressure or education than it will using legislation. But
non-coercive methods have the moral upper-hand since
they do not rely on the use of force to achieve their goal.
True tolerance is accepting the choices made by others,
even if you vehemently disagree with those choices. It
is an elusive goal, one that every society has ultimately
failed to achieve. The U.S. is certainly more tolerant than
many other countries, but it is hardly the land of the free;
it is more like the land of the relatively free. The more
laws that are passed that limit individual freedom and
liberty, the further we move away from a tolerant and
free society. It is a slippery slope, and history has shown
that once freedom is taken away it is hard to get back.
That being said, it would be wise of us to quit advocating
for legislation every time we perceive a problem. If true
tolerance were practiced instead, I think we will find that
a lot more can be accomplished without the threat of
violence.
is an economics major. Email
comments to letters@thetigernews.com.
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Putin: a schoolyard bully
JUSTIN SMITH

Columnist
Russia's recent unprovoked aggression against
Ukraine shocked the word. It came in the
days following the conclusion of the Sochi
Winter Olympics, an event Russia hosted with hopes of
boosting its own international reputation. Vladimir Putin,
the President of Russia, justified his decision to invade
Ukraine's Crimean region by daiming that Russia has a
right to protect ethnic Russians. That is his public assertion,
but Russia's invasion came shortly after the overthrow of
Ukraine's president — a Russian puppet influenced heavily

Empire. That would not be shocking because Putin, having
served as an officer in the KGB — the Soviet Union's secret
police — is a product of the Cold War, a power struggle
that Russia lost to the United States.
Therefore, it is understandable that he harbors animosity
toward the West, which is evident in his stating that he
believes the United States wants to increase its influence
in Eastern Europe, as reported by The Huffrngton Post
after Putin's meeting with Germany's chancellor. Since the
Ukrainian people ousted Russia's puppet president, Putin
feels as if he needs to punish Ukraine for wanting stronger
western ties. Putin is paranoid. He is like a school bully
going around picking oil other kids who are smaller than

by Putin — after enormous protests and public
demonstrations. Putin went as far as to say the new
president of Ukraine is holding the office illegally.
Before the collapse of the Soviet Union, Ukraine was

him in order to boost bis own confidence and assert his
own strength. Using more sophisticated terms, he wants
Russia to regain the respect and prominence it once held
before the fall of the Soviet Union.
However, he is going about this in the wrong way. The age
of imperialism and the building of empires is over. Russia,
and Putin for that matter, will not gain respect from other

united with Russia. Crimea was historically pan of the
Russian state in the past, and indeed today is still the home
to a majority of ethnic Russians. By invading Crimea, one
might think that Putin desires to rebuild Russia's Soviet

countries by invading weaker nations. Everyone knows
Ukraine^ does not have the military might to stand against
a Russian invasion, and'it isn't a member of the European
Union or NATO, so it has no military allies to dissuade

TIMEOUT
timeout@thetigernews.com
(864) 656-2150
KRISTA WUNSCHE

Russia's aggression. This is equivalent to the mean kid in
class picking on the new student who hasn't made friends
yet. That's an oversimplification, but the idea is the same.
Putin would not think of invading many other former
soviet states because they have "westernized" and joined
the European Union and NATO. If he invaded one of
those countries, Russia would face harsh consequences
— more than just economic sanctions that the United
States has issued.
If Putin wants the world to respect Russia, he needs
to play nice and try to make friends with other nations.
Invading the sovereign territory of a neighboring country
is not a great way to do this. In addition, Putin needs
to start cooperating more with the United States and
other western countries. With that being said, I don't
see this happening. Putin's ego is too big; he is paranoid
and nostalgic for Russia's Soviet past. It is quite possible
that we are headed toward another Cold War if Russia
continues its aggression and tries to rebuild the Soviet
Empire. Only time will tell if Putin will get over his
tantrum and move past his Cold War mentality.
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From the desk of Jimmy Carter
WILL RICE

Columnist
On Sunday morning, former President
Jimmy Carter went on "Meet the
Press" to discuss topics ranging
from his humanitarian initiatives to the crisis
in Ukraine. His 10 minute timeslot consisted
of slow marches into his cold relationship with
President Obama and his astounding health as
NBC's Andrea Mitchell lazily tossed questions
his way in the manner an elderly homemaker
might ask her husband if he was done reading
the Arts and Leisure. But, despite all odds, one
such lackadaisical inquiry sparked a reply that
can still be heard echoing around the world.
In response to a question about the National
Security Agency's ongoing scandal, Carter
benignly answered, "As a matter of fact, you
know, I have felt that my own communications
are probably monitored. And when I want to
communicate with a foreign leader privately, I
type or write a letter myself, put it in the Post
Office and mail it." That is correct. If you were
at church, sleeping, eating a slice of cold pizza
or doing any of the eight thousand things

more productive on your Sunday morning, you
missed the single piece of news "Meet the Press"
has uncovered since the Reagan Administration:
An 89-year-old man in Atlanta regularly uses the
United States Postal Service.
To be clear, such a revelation is not grounds
for a column or even a mention 'round
the Monday morning water cooler (on the
assumption that such an apparatus still exists).
The real story here lies in the reaction. Within
minutes, the new intelligence was trending
across the nation on Facebook and Twitter.
Millions took to cyberspace to alert their
friends. Hundreds more fulfilled their selfappointed civic duties by confirming that,
yes, despite conflicting reports: Jimmy Carter
is still alive.
Others spoke of their, now,
confirmed fears about the National Security
Agency (NSA), a few even claiming to have
watched the broadcast. Though unconfirmed,
perhaps the first ever use of the hashtag "USPS"
was sited. It is to this end that I am prepared to
take issue.
Jimmy Carter is 89 years old. I would venture
to guess that most Americans entering their
ninth decade do not resort to emailing their
former cohorts in Palestine. In truth, the fact
that the majority of Americans feel threatened
by the NSA simply reinforces the notion that

a man who qualified for AARP membership 49
years ago might also get a little nervous about
the whole ordeal. And though such concerns
are completely valid, let us not forget that our

"I would venture
to guess that most
Americans entering
their ninth decade do
not resort to emailing
their former cohorts
in Palestine."
senior members of society have been warning us
about the devastating horrors of the mysterious
wool-eating moth for decades, and yet the
cedar-chest and mothball industries stand idle.
Unfortunately, the outlook of the Carter's
beloved Postal Service does not look much
healthier, bringing about a second point—
letters are terrific.
Jimmy Carter's age has made him wise.
Not only can one out-swindle the NSA by

dropping an envelope into one of those
bottomless blue tanks, but one can also break
free from the instantaneous inferno of electronic
communication. Indulge, for just a moment, in
a world in which Post Office boxes held more
than just coupons for stuffed-crust pizzas or
invitations to college sponsored raves, but letters
from friends from all around the world. Each
one would be carefully crafted and personalized
with creative sign-offs, tucked away newspaper
clippings and, not to mention, stamps. Imagine
writing to a pretty girl, asking her what her
favorite smell was or maybe even if she'd being
willing to take in a movie. There would be no
waiting up all night for a one-syllable reply.
Text message anxiety wouldn't exist. Instead
you would find nine to 15 days of savory,
unadulterated anticipation. You see, letters
allow for a level of gusto seldom witnessed in
140 characters. When one converses with their
own hand, it must be done with bravado. To pen
a letter is to take a leap.
With such perspective, one might affirm that
Jimmy Carter is alive indeed.

is an environmental and natural
resources major. Email comments to letters®
WILL RICE

thetigernews.com.
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All nine Tigers get a hit and score in 16-4 blowout of Bulldogs in Athens.
CHASE HEATH
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

The No. 20 Clemson Tigers (15-9)
totaled 17 hits in their 16-4 victory
over Georgia (14-11-1) at Foley Field
Tuesday night, taking game one
of the home-and-home series with
the Bulldogs. The two teams will
meet again at Doug Kingsmore
Stadium on April 8. Each of the

nine starters for Clemson had at
least one hit and scored at least one
run in the Tigers' fifth straight win at
Foley Field.
Georgia dug itself an early hole
by falling behind 3-0 in the first
inning, and it would only get deeper
as the game continued. Clemson
broke the game open with a
seven-run fifth inning, its highest
inning total of the season, due in

large part to a three-run double
by sophomore outfielder Steven
Duggar and a two-run blast from
freshman catcher Chris Okey, his
only hit of the game. The double
by Duggar was the defining play
of his career night, as he finished
with a team-high four hits and four
RBIs. Junior left-hander Jared Walsh
(1-1), the starting pitcher for the
Bulldogs, gave up four runs (three

earned) on six hits in just one inning
of work.
Sophomore right-hander Clate Schmidt
(3-4) pitched six solid innings for the
Tigers, giving up three runs (two earned)
on four hits to get the win in his first start of
the season.
Clemson begins a three-game series
tonight in College Park Md. with the No.
25 Maryland Terrapins. The game begins
at 6:30 p.m.

Harrington leads team to sweep
ELAINE DAY
STAFF WRITER

On March 23, the No. 20
Men's Tennis team faced ACC foe
Boston College at the same time.
It was the Tigers' first match
after a hard loss to top-tlO Notre
Dame, a new ACC rival.
The
weather was not promising and the
match was moved to the indoor
courts, but the change of venue

proved a positive one for the Tigers.
Clemson swept the Eagles 7-0,
improving to 16-3 overall and 3-1 in
the ACC.
The match started off with
doubles, and Austin Ansari and
Zachary Kennedy finished relatively
quickly on court three, defeating
their opponents by a score of 8-2.
Alejandro Augusto and Robert
Dudley completed their set soon
after on court two, also winning

8-2. Following were singles, where
the Eagles simply could not stop
the Tigers. All six players were
victorious, with no one even
losing a set.
Dominique Maden
extended his singles winning streak
to seven, and Hunter Harrington
bounced back from a singles loss
against Notre Dame to win the
pivotal set that put the Tigers
up 4-0 and clinched the overall
match victory.

Brent Lett had the opportunity
to play in his first ACC match at
No. 6 singles. When asked what
the win meant to him, Lett
said, "It meant a lot. Coach had
me play a practice match before
the match today to see who
would play. I felt like it really
prepared me for the match, and
any pressure I had during the
see TENNIS page C3

A lot of attention was drawn
following Clemson's quarterfinal
National Invitational Tournament
(NIT) win against Belmont, but
not all of it was positive.
In a game that went back and
forth, the drama exhausted the
fans more so than a regular season
game and it showed. There were
boo's, trash talk and of course
cheers. The Tigers were able to
eventually pull out the victory to
advance to the semifinals in one
of the most famous venues in the
world — Madison Square Garden
in New York City.
Following the final buzzer,
students and fans stormed the
court to celebrate with the
Clemson players and congratulate
them on the victory. Unfortunately
for some fans — Clemson fans
included — the gesture was
not appreciated.
"Clemson just rushed the court
... against Belmont ... in the
NIT," was the general response.
While I understand that fans
may be upset about the enthusiasm
showed after a win against a
smaller school, the storming of
the court was justified.
Students
and
fans
have
been supporting this team all
year long, and what made the
victory even more special was
that the Tigers were predicted to
finish second-to-last in the entire
ACC. The Tigers improved
their overall record from last
season to this season by 10 wins,
so of course, fans are going to
be excited.
More importantly, the victory
took place in what was Littlejohn
Coliseum's last chance to host
Clemson this season. If the
students want to go celebrate with
their peers on the floor, why not?
Throughout this season, media
members and opposing fans have
been criticizing Clemson fans
for not supporting the basketball
team game-in and game-out.
Now that the fans are actually
showing up and giving the team
the attention they deserve, those
same people are pointing out what
the fans did wrong.
see STORM page C3
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BASEBALL
Saturday, 3/22
Florida State 4 Clemson 3
Clemson, S.C.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Sunday, 3/23
Illinois 49 Clemson 50
Clemson, S.C.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Tuesday, 3/25
Belmont 68 Clemson 73
Clemson, S.C.

MEN'S TENNIS
Saturday, 3/29
@ NC State 12:00 p.m.
Raleigh, N.C.

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Sunday, 3/30
© Boston College 11:00 a.m.
Boston, Mass.

BASEBALL
Wednesday, 4/2
vs. Winthrop 6:30 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.
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OUR FAVORITE
TWEETS ABOUT:
ffCLEMSON
#NIT
@TigerPreGame:
Congratulations to Coach
Brad Brownell and the
Clemson Basketball team for
advancing to the NIT Final 4
In New York!
@JaronBgame: For a team
picked 14/15 in the ACC that
finished 6th in the ACC and
made the final four of the NIT.
I say it's good to storm the
court in

Clemson announced that the quarter final against Belmont University was a sell-out with all 10,000 seats of Litdejohn Coliseum filled.

N IT from page Al
helped keep the Tigers in the game
down the stretch.
"We didn't give up," Harrison said.
"We've been able to grind it out all
year."
"They sagged off people and forced
us to shoot threes. Fortunately, we
made a bunch of them. Demarcus
(Harrison) stepped up at the end and
we had a lot of guys step up off the
bench," acknowledged Coach Brownell
after the game.
K.J. McDaniels led the Tigers with
16 points and six rebounds. For most
of the game, Belmont was killing
Clemson on the glass but down the
stretch McDaniels rose to the occasion
to help secure big rebounds late in
the game.
One of the key adjustments Coach
Btownell made down the stretch was
putting Adonis Filer on Belmont's
Ctaig Bradshaw. Filer's length and
athleticism
hampered
Bradshaw's
ability to scote with the same
consistency he exhibited early in the
second half.
The Tigers' defense was key down
the stretch. After a bevy of baskets
gave Belmont the lead in the second
half, Clemson really came together on
defense in the final minutes and forced
the Bruins into the pool shots.

"Our guys really grinded up at the
end and got some big stops," Coach
Brownell said regarding his team's
defensive effort late in the game.
Jordan Roper was big again for
Clemson in the first half. Roper
poured in 12 points for the game,
all of which came from in the first
half, despite being double-teamed all
night. Landry Nnoko chipped in five
points but really made and impact on
the defensive end and on the boards.
Nnoko grabbed 9 rebounds, including
several key ones down the stretch, and
blocked four shots.
The crowd once again played a
huge factor in the game. Clemson fans
packed Litdejohn Coliseum for the
second straight game to cheer on their
Tigers en route to the semi-finals.
"The fans were great. This was big
for a lot of reasons. Certainly the fans
being there the last two games to send
our guys off with a good taste in their
mouths," Coach Brownell said. "Our
team's showing some resiliency and
certainly it's helped to play at home,
but we've done some very good things
this week and a half to give us a chance
to get to New York."
With the win, the Tigers will head to
New Yotk City to face off against either
California or Southern Methodist
University in Madison Square Garden
this Tuesday night.

©ClemsonTom: So @espn
can hype the #NIT, get
all excited for it and them
throw us under the bus for
being passionate? If an $EC
school did it, theyfaint
@garrison107: Man I love
me some Brad Brownell!
Coaches his talent to the
max and then addresses the
crowd thanking them
for coming!
@ClemsonMBB: Finally,
tonight was our 16th
home win to match the
school record. Thank you,
#TigerNation for the support.
Unreal atmosphere!

Jordan Roper (No. 20) had 10 points

the first 12 minutes.

@evanroisum: My boy @
KJMcDaniels had the #1
play on Sports Center top 10
though! #ClemsonFamily

©RoyPhilpott: Congrats
to Brad Brownell and @
ClemsonMBB. Hard-earned
trip to NYC. Have to believe
the best is yet to come for
this group.
@Aaron_Brenner:
Damarcus Harrison on his
late flurry: "I just stopped
thinking about it and started
shooting." Eight points in his
last 4:12
©LarryWilliamsTI: As I
was interviewing Damarcus
Harrison, Dabo Swinney
walked up, grabbed
Harrison's hand and said:
"Big time. Big, big, big time."

Compiled by...

CHASE HEATH
^SST. SPORTS EDITOR

Damarcus Harrison (No. 21) had 16 points in the victory.

K.J. McDaniels (No. 32) surpassed the 600 point mark for the season.

SPORTS

TENNIS fivmpageCl
match I had already experienced
this morning, so I felt good
out there."
Robert Dudley, who played No. 5
singles, said that he "felt like we came
back after a tough loss against Notre
Dame on Friday and everyone did
what they had to do. We prepared
well for this match and everyone took
care of business."

The match against Boston College
marked the fifth home match in row,
and the Tigers will now head up to
North Carolina for matches versus No.
31 NC State on Saturday and No. 18
Wake Forest on Sunday. When asked
about how Clemson can keep up the
momentum and compete well in both
matches, Lett said, "We need to play like
we did today because we played really
well and learned a lot from the loss to
Notre Dame. We came out there and
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showed good effort and we worked really
hard today."
Dudley echoed those sentiments,
saying, "We've got two tough matches
away in North Carolina, but I think
if we keep doing what we're doing
that we'll have a good chance against
those two teams. Hopefully everyone
just stays doing what they're doing
and keeps working on what we've
been working on and they'll be
good matches."

STORM from page Cl
Consider the idea that Clemson
students generally get four years of
free attendance to sporting events,
and then consider that for the senior
students, this is the first success
the team has seen in years. I did
not storm the court because I was
30rows up in a section away from
the student section, but if I were one
of those students who got the chance
to sit on the riser down on the floor,
I guarantee that I'd be right there
with those students. And after the
fact that so many students ate on the

floor anyway why not join the rest ol
my school?
The bottom line is that Clemson
won, fans enjoyed it, players enjoyed
it and that is that. The students
are allowed to go on the field after
every
Clemson
football
home
game, so what's the harm in going
on the court in what is sure to be
one of Clemson's biggest victories
this season?
Yeah, it's not beating Duke at
home (like earlier this season), but
it's something to be excited about
and you have to respect those who
took the oppottunity to enjoy it.

STAFF ?T&i7SM
2014 NCAA Tournament Champion Edition

Henry H.

Virginia

Gavin O.

jS

Michigan St.

Cody S.

MJB

Florida

Dallas C.

^Jp

Florida

Elaine D.

jC

Michigan St.

Chase H.

4$B

Florida

Aaron R.

£&

Arizona

Dominique Maden won his match against Boston College in straight sets on March 23.

Now Available at Hart's Cove... Free Shuttle to Campus
A PRIVATE LAKEFRONT
STUDENT COMMUNITY

3 & 4 Bedrooms
> Condo & Townhomes- style
floor plans
■ Private Bathrooms
Walk-in Closets
1
Stainless Steel Appliances
■ Granite Countertops
1
Washer & Dryer

mm

Tillman Place
Oak Crest
Cedarwoods
Lakecrcst

1

* Computer Lab
• High Speed Internet
Available
* Lagoon-Style Pool
* Fitness Center
• Volleyball Court
• CAT Bus Route

Closest Upscale Student Housing
to Clemson University!

CLEMSON'S PREMIERE WATERFRONT
STUDENT COMMUNITY

1

2, 3, & 4-Suite
Condominiums
Private Bathrooms
Washer & Dryer in
each unit
High Speed Internet
Available
Computer Lab

FEAI

•
•
•
•

Ample Parking
Volleyball Court
Basketball Court
Pool & Fitness Center
Barbeque Picnic Area

• Gas Grills

i
•
•
■
•
■
■
■

4 Bedroom, 4 Bath Condos
Walk-in Closets
Stainless Steel Appliances
Granite Countertops
High Speed Internet
Available
Washer & Dryer
Lagoon Style Pool
Lazy Lagoon River
Study Area & Game Room

• Fitness Center
- Sand Volleyball Court
• Shuttle to Campus
• Manned & Gated
Entrance
• 7-acre Green Space
- 4 Minutes from Clemson's
Campus
• Pet-Friendlv

Plus many more popular locations

Campus \fest
Fort Hill Comm<
Village Green
Heritage Place

www.APJHCletnson.com

864.654.3333

Danit
South Ridge
University Place
College Heights

(louses, Townhouses
& Apartments
1, 2, 3, & 4 Bedroom
Furnished & I nfurnished

* Pets allowed in select
properties
• Many Locations within
walking distance to campus

DVANTAGE PROPERTY
^ JVl A IM A G li IVI H N T A
39 J College Ave., Suite 10 3, Clemson, SC 2963 I

Now Signing Leases for Fall 2014
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ROBERT SNYDER III
COLUMNIST

The warm weather and sunshine
seem to bring out the most in people
around Clemson. The beginning of a
new year provokes a refreshing effect
as we slowly crawl out of the dark
days of winter. The same is true for
the 2013 Orange Bowl Champions
as they take on a new season — with
a completely different nucleus of
players and with the defense leading
the pack like some of the classic Tiger
team's. With all the excitement of the
unknown there is also much doubt
as an unfamiliar and undecided
leader must take the reins of this
ACC contender.
This offense will have a completely
new face as Chad Morris tries to
successfully replace his quarterback,
running
back,
most
of
the
contributing receiving corps, and a
handful of positions on the offensive
line. The quarterback race will be the
center of attention leading up to the
opening kickoff in Athens, Ga. as
the veteran, Cole Stoudt, battles the
boisterous young gun in Chad Kelly.
Stoudt began spring practice running
the majority of first-team reps but
Kelly will get his shot at first team
more this week, and Deshaun Watson
will of course get an opportunity to
run with first team.
Another interesting development
from this week is the "suspension"
of
redshirt
sophomore
wide
receiver, Germone Hopper, after an
inconsistent first week of practice
which Hopper dazzled and
disappointed Dabo Swinney and
Co. with spectacular performances
followed by head scratching ones.
This only adds to the wide open
wide receiver race as Chad Morris
tries to reload at the most dynamic

position under his tenure with
the Tigers. Charone Peake, Adam
Humphries and Mike Williams are
the only returning receivers with any
real game time experience, so the
quick development and production
of the young, talented newcomers
like Demarre Kitt, Artavis Scott
and Kyrin Priester is vital to this
offense's success.
The other position battle to watch
will be running back as a bevy of young,
untested talents like Zac Brooks,
Wayne Gallman and C.J. Davidson
will battle against the senior D.J.
Howard to become the No. 1 option
out of the backfield. Replacing
a guy like Brandon Thomas will
not be easy, even if he is being
replaced with a freak athlete, Isaiah
Battle,
with
limitless potential
and a perfect frame. Thomas was
the general of this offensive line
since he crawled out of Dabo's dog
house as a redshirt sophomore;
this line needs to find another
vocal leader like Thomas to avoid
a letdown.
Among all the question marks on
offense, the defense seems to have an
air of confidence as rhey rry to achieve
total dominance as one of the nation's
best. Returning seniors Vic Beasley
and Stephone Anthony secured the
star power and big play ability this
defense needs as the offense tries to
find its identity. Although there are
some key losses on defense such as
Bashaud Breeland, defensive back
will be very competitive to find his
replacement with seven backs in the
last recruiting class. Look for the
most competitive spring this area
has seen in years, especially on the
offensive side of the ball. The spring
game could be quite the quarterback
duel, just a few weeks around
the corner.

RETURNING
STARTERS
Offense
Defense

5
7
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Tigers finish fifth Clemson nabs one on No. 1
DALLAS CHILDERS
STAFF WRITER

The women's golf team competed in
the Briar's Creek invitational earlier this
week, a tournament that featured
many schools from the southeast
and from across the nation. Clemson
entered the invitational ranked as high
as No. 10 in the nation. After two
days of action, the team would finish
fifth in the tournament, and would
have a lot of positives to take away,
including
a
notably
impressive
performance from redshirt freshman
Lauren Salazar.
Monday's
segment
of
the
competition featured some very good
golf out of the Clemson participants.
Redshirt freshman Lauren Salazar shot
rounds of 70 and 75 on Monday,
which would tie her for number
one in individual play heading into day
two on Tuesday. Salazar's performance
on Monday contributed to Clemson's

third place team standing after day
one also.
Clemson's number one, freshman
Ashlan Ramsey, shot a 75 in the
opening round on Monday. Ramsey
would improve in the second
round, shooting an even-par 72.
Ramsey's performance was one of
the better performances in Monday's
competition, being one of just
four players in the 93 playet field
to shoot even par or better in the
second round.
The second round on Tuesday was
solid for the lady Tigers, shooting ten
over par 288 and securing a team fifth
place finish in the tournament. Texas
Tech would win the Briars Creek
invitational with a finishing score
of 286-888.
The Tigers will play in their final
regular season tournament on Friday
March 28 to Sunday March 30 in the
Bryan National Collegiate at Bryan
Park Golf Club in Greensboro, N.C.

GAVIN OLIVER
STAFF WRITER

In football and baseball, Clemson
and Florida State have firmly planted
themselves at the top of the ACC Adanric
division in recent years.
No other teams but the Tigers or
Seminoles have donned the division crown
on the gridiron since Boston College in
2007, while Clemson and Florida State
have finished first divisionally on the
diamond every year since the institution
of a division format in 2006.
But the power shift of late has swayed
toward the Seminoles, as they have won
four of the last six Atlantic tides in football
and have peaked the division in baseball
six of its eight existing years.
And after taking two of three
baseball games to win its road series
at
Clemson
this
past weekend,
Florida State is once again perched
in first.
The No. 13 Tigers opened the series
with a 9-3 Friday win, but No. 1 Florida
State returned the favor with a 10-run
win and a complete-game four-hitter by
Brandon Leibrandt during the first game
of a doubleheader Saturday afternoon.
Much like the third game of the series
in late February against South Carolina —
the first of the two ranked teams Clemson
has faced this season — the rubber match
against the Seminoles came down to the
final innings.
Clemson was unable to record the
final out in the ninth inning versus
the Qamecocks before the latter scored
four runs to win the game and series,
and Clemson held a 3-1 lead this past
Saturday prior to allowing three runs in
the seventh.
Justin Gonzalez's hornet ignited
his team's outburst, and the Florida

State redshirt senior went 5-for11 with four RBI and three runs
scored over the final two games of
the weekend.
D.J. Stewart, who led the Seminoles
with a .378 average coming inro the series,
picked up six hits over the weekend, while
fellow sophomore John Sansone added
five more.
Chris Okey led the Tigers with two hits
in each game of the series, while Shane
Kennedy returned from an ACL sprain to
play in every contest and go 2-for-4 Friday
in a game that saw five Clemson players
book two hits apiece.
Clemson's starting pitching was
effective for the most pan besides allowing
11 runs and 18 hits Saturday, and it started
with another gem from ace Daniel Gossett
on Friday.
The senior gave up just one run on
four hits with eight strikeouts over 7.1
innings pitched, and has yielded an
opponents batting average of .176 while
whiffing 40 batters for an ERA of 2.50 on
the season.

Two games later, starter Jake Long wa;
base hit only three times for one run ovei
a quality start.
Closer Matt Cambell struck out five
batters over 3.1 innings during twc
scoreless non-save appearances, but the
rest of the Tigers bullpen was obliterated
during the series to the tune of 12 rum
for a combined 15.00 ERA over 7.2
total innings.
Meanwhile, reigning Heisman Troph)
winner and Seminoles closer "Famous'
Jameis Winston singled, scored and drove
in a run Friday before closing out the
series finale with 2.1 spodess frames.
Winston made sure his TWittei
followers knew Florida State was agair
out in front by posting pictures of Death
Valley and Doug Kingsmore Stadium with
the caption "Our house" and "Our house
Part 2," respectively.
After • clobbering Georgia 16-4 or
Tuesday, Clemson will look to improve
its 2-4 record against ranked teams wher
it travels to No. 25 Maryland in a threegame series starting at 6:30 p.m. tonight.

Chris Okey (above, purple) had two hits and one RBI on March 21.

STUDENT SPECIAL
MONDAY - FRIDAY • 2 P.M. - 5 P.M.

K
Ashlan Ramsey (above) shot a 3-over-par on March 25.

W£

«i

8 Boneless Wings
and a Soda

u s

4.99
With a Valid Student ID

BEEF'OBRADYS
«• GOOD FOOD. GOOD SPORTS" *
BeefOBradys.com
Jessica Hoang (above) shot a 6-over-par on March 25.

101 Canoy Lane, Clemson, SC 29631

(864)654-5151
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The anatomy of an upset
CODYSMOUDT
Colummst

When Warren Buffett offered
a billion dollars to whomever
could complete the perfect March
Madness bracket, he did so with a
clear conscious, knowing with near
absolute certainty that his money
would be staying in his bank account.
The annual 64 team tournament
continues to surprise every year with
Cinderella teams going on improbably
deep runs and powerhouse schools
flaming out in a dramatic fashion
(sorry Duke). The word "upset" is
practically synonymous with March
Madness, but what causes this chaos
every single year?
Upsets happen for a variety of
reasons — from the team playing
down to their competition (Ohio
State dropping to Dayton, Duke
losing to Mercer), to strange under/
over seeding (Connecticut beating
an overseeded Villanova, Tennessee's
win over an overrated UMass team),
to simply clicking at the right time
(Kentucky's young team spoiling
Wichita State's perfect season).
There are just too many factors at
play to predict anything, let alone get
a perfect bracket. The round of 64
alone had 6 double digit seeds topple
their opponent and just one 5 seed

played their way into the next round.
We've already lost six top four
seeds (Duke, Villanova, Syracuse,
Kansas, Creighton, Wichita State)
through just two rounds of play.
The Elite Eight is going to be home
to at least one double digit seed
and could have two if Tennessee
manages to upset Michigan. We
already knew this was going to be
a tough year to project, but this
tournament looks absolutely out of
control. The upsets are likely to
continue with Michigan State and
Louisville both being criminally
underseeded and Kentucky and
Baylor peaking at the perfect
moment. The next few rounds
leading to the April 7 final are going
to be a wild ride.

Top Five Biggest
Upsets through the
Round of 32
5. No. 12 Stephen F. Austin
over No. 5 VCU
Plenty of ! people picked this
upset, but no one thought that it
would happen like it happened.
VCU was up 4 with a mere
10 seconds remaining and was
at the line to shoot two free throws

to extend this lead even further.
After missing both FTs VCU did the
unthinkable and fouled the shooter
on a made three pointer (DON'T
EVEN CONTEST THE SHOT)
that SFA converted into a four point
play to send the game into overtime
(seriously, I'm not making this up).
The Lumberjacks went on to win the
game in OT

4. No. 10 Stanford over
No. 2 Kansas
Sure Joel Embiid was still out with
a back injury and Kansas could have
thrown a beach ball into the ocean
but this upset still came as a bit of a
surprise. The Cardinal held freshman
stud Andrew Wiggins to just four
points on six shots and knocked off
the Jayhawks 60-57 to head on to the
sweet sixteen.

3. No. 11 Dayton over
No. 6 Ohio State
Dayton started their improbable
run by knocking out Aaron Craft
and the Buckeyes in a back and forth
game that ended in a missed Craft
buzzer beater and lots and lots of
jokes at his expense.
The Flyers
busted many brackets from the
very first game and they were just
getting started.

2. No. 11 Dayton over
No. 3 Syracuse
Sure Syracuse ended the season on
a sour note, losing in the tournament
to a good but not great NC
State team to win just two of their
last seven games but did anyone
see THIS happening? Hot off their
win against No. 6 Ohio State, No.
11 Dayton knocked off the Orange
in what was essentially a road game
(the "neutral" court was in Buffalo,
New York).
After upsetting both
Ohio State and Syracuse he streaking
Flyers have Cinderella written all
over them.

1. No. 14 Mercer over
No. 3 Duke
In a game where Duke made 15
three pointers and pulled down 16
offensive boards, Mercer managed
to pull off the biggest upset of
the tournament. Only 3.3 percent of
ESPN brackets had the Bears
winning this one, which came as a
huge surprise despite Duke's loss to
No. 15 seeded Lehigh in 2012. The
loss was a fitting end for the Blue
Devils who could never quite find
their rhythm on defense despite
lighting up the scoreboard all year
with an offense led by super freshman
Jabari Parker.
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Community Features

Planned Clubhouse & Amenities for 2013
■
■
■
■
m
■
■
■
*
■
■
m
*
■

Lagoon-Style Pool
Hot Tub
Sun Ledge
Outdoor Fireplace
Large Fitness Center with Gardio & Free Weights
Coffee Bar
Game Room
Event Room
Golf Simulator
Study Area with Business Center
Outdoor Grill & Tables
Sand Volleyball Court
Basketball Court
8-Acre Park with Benches

■ 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6 Bedroom Cottages
with an extra 1/2 Bath for Guests
■ Waterfront Pier & Walking Trails
■ 5 Minutes from Campus
■ Private Shuttle
■ Pet Friendly

Cottage Features
■
■
■
■
■

Wireless Internet
Private Bedrooms & Bathrooms
Granite Countertops
Stainless Steel Appliances
Washer/Dryer Included

PRICES START AT $554
ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED!
864.654.7549 for leasing
864.654.2200 for sales
www.thepieratclemson.com

E

TimeOut

INSIDE THIS ISSUE:

Clemson's guide for
Arts and Entertainment

Surviving music festivals/D2 | This week's releases / D3 | Campus Catwalk / D5 | Awkward Adventures/D6

Give a toddler a marker and the first thing they'll do is scrawl all over something that it shouldn't write on, be it the wall, a table or that ridiculously expensive designer onesie that
Grandma insisted on buying. Give a college student a marker and pretty much the same thing happens, minus the onsie, but with an increased chance of phallic imagery. Some say
that graffiti is the result of man's need to leave behind something tangible, something by which to be remembered. I know on a personal level that if the world can only remember one
thing about me, it had better be I "wuz here SB2kl4 YOLO." That being said, people scrawl amusing, silly and occasionally clever things on inappropriate surfaces every day. People
even do it on Clemson's campus. So here's to those pioneers — those around campus who are actively leaving their mark, repping their cause or promoting themselves via Clemson
graffiti. They seem to congregate in the white cubicles of the library, but we aren't complaining. We scoured campus for the absurd, and dear old Clemson did deliver.

."Live every week like it's
Shark Week!"

"Vote Crewleyv Kyig.of HelT
It's nice to see that even the
underworld is taking positive steps
toward democracy. We're not exactly
sure who Crowley is, but we admire his
or her willingness to self-promote. Lord
knows that that's the type of leadership
Hell needs right now.

H

Glued to the Discovery Channel
and eating popcorn on the couch?
We are so in.

•
_ .^ —
"I need a sif%Wwhite girl
What's looking 4 a serious
» relationship. I'm a 20 year old
man so if ya interested let me
know?"

r *

v A

Jl.

Like a plea or thank you to the
caffeine gods, this one stands alone in
a sea of desperate library graffiti. We
can just envision the person writing
this, her exam an hour away, the light
fading from her eyes and her hopes
resting in one tiny, energy laced bottle
of questionable nutritional value.

Some go for OKCupid, while others
go for the old fashioned write your plea
on the back a girl's stall door and wait
for Ms. Right to call you right after
she's done. . . . well, you know. But in
the end, as someone so aptly pointed
out by scrawling their own message
below the original, "what are you doing
in the girls's bathroom, and why does
she have to be white?"

*h

____
Go to Hunter. Look at where the
sticker is. There is literally no way
someone got it up there without
either breaking their neck, using an
impossibly tall ladder, or magic. We
knew there were wizards on campus.

I

•

■A

This is just plain cool. So maybe this
person should have been studying for
exams. Maybe they should have been
hanging out with friends or applying to
internships. We don't know, but we're
glad they got sidetracked. Just look at
those noble eyes. It's like a Clemson
themed Asian a la "The Chronicles of
Cooper Library."

by Krista Wunsche, TimeOut Editor

TIMEOUT
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Raising Eyebrows:
Sana Az ami
Columnist
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A column on
culture, fashion, and life

Facing the festival

WHAT'S
ON
going

Congratulations, you managed to score 3. EVERYTHING BUT
tickets to a music festival this summer THE CONCERTS
How is it remotely possible that watching
and somehow convince your parents that
the group of friends you're going with are a concert through your smartphone is cooler
respectable and responsible. And, whether than watching your favorites in person? Plus,
you have Chicago, Jersey or Wales penciled with both hands free your chance at catching
in as your destination, here is a suggestion/ that guitar pick or empty water bottle after
the set have infinitely increased. Finally —
; survival guide:
and most importantly — it gives us short
people a chance to see the concert, too.
1. LOOKTHEfART

clothed (ehm, pants), so you are seen as aM
crewmember. Also, dig up an old ID badge ;
or "forget" one when confronted. Remember I
the walkie talkie? Clip it on and speak j
spasmodically into it, especially when being !
approached. Look irritable. Lastly wait \
around the stage or the VIP food stall or !
from wherever their latest tweet originated.
When they come to you, spin a tale about
your awesome local band, The Peach Pitted.
With so many venues playing all at the same
Or at least fake it 'till you make it. Fanny± time, they'll be impressed at your savvy.
packs, 80's visors and tinted round shades are 4. WALKJE TALKIES
Though siimy record labels, questionable
Your smartphone, were it an actual person,
a must. Not sure what to wear? No matter,
herbal
remedies and overpriced showers all
is
like
a
young
love
and
necessitates
delicate,
lucky for us nearly everything goes: guys in
await
you,
this will be, no doubt, the best
but
consistent
supervision,
lest
it
be
killed
unitards, bearded ladies, copious amounts of
time in your life. Ever. Just use sunscreen,-,-i
crotchet . . . Bonus points for anything Effie- off when needed most. Not only can walkie
approved and strapless tops that stay in place. talkies look wicked cool, this temporary because conversing with a swollen tomato/
substitution keeps you from joining the lobster crossbreed is a bit disconcerting.
2 Dc
JT EVERYTHING masses of sorority girls with cracked iPhone
These eccentric jubilees bring out the screens or suddenly setting out on the great
most exotic specimen of people, (eg: those quest for a bag of raw rice. Furthermore,
who dive in the mud pits only to not shower reception and Internet connection will be
for the next three days). No need to bring a spotty, and this might be your only chance at
heavy duty SLR, just stop by the drugstore keeping up with a buddy system.
and pick up a disposable camera. Did you
cBRITY
really meet the girl who got her head stuck in 5. STALK
Legally, mind you. Some act, some sing
a port-a-john when she tried to get her phone
back (#truestory)? If there aren't pictures, it and those that can't do either promote.
Using both social media and canny, you
didn't happen.
too, can be paparazzi. First, be appropriately

Contributed by Evan Rinaldi/flickr

Contra Dance
Landmark Hall
Greenville, S.C.
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7.30 p.m.
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4000 Miles
Warehouse Theatre
Greenville, S.C.

FRIDAY

28

^
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8 p.m.
$30
Of Montreal
40 Watt Club

MARCH

■

Athens, Ga..
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"Zoom Through the Zoo
5k Run
Greenville Zoo
Greenville, S.C.
8 a.m.
$35

(

MARCH

SATURDAY
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M\RCH

Memorial Brick Molding I
Behing Cooper Library

Clemson, S.C.

GritiqiAinft
Gro$$Cit Gl&mson
Right before Spring Break, I decided it
was time for me to see what all the hoopla
surrounding CrossFit was about. My interest
brought me to CrossFit Clemson, one of
two CrossFit gyms right around campus.
After pulling myself out of bed bright and
early and fueling up with a banana, I was
ready for my first CrossFit experience.
I arrived a little early and waited for the
trainers to unlock the door to the gym/
warehouse/supposed death chamber. After
a few minutes of static stretching (more
like standing around for me), we began the
warm-up. Three minutes on the rowing
machine at a slow pace (and then three
more at a medium pace), two sets of 20
inchwotms and 20 lunges with a twist and
some flexibility exercises. Not too bad. A
trainer showed me proper rowing form —
talk about a thtowback to middle school
gym class — and how to do the inchworms.
The whole warm-up took about 10 minutes
and left me feeling ready for the
real deal workout.
That day's workout was to be done in a
group, and immediately I started panicking.
Sh*t, not only do I not know anyone, but
now I also have to look lame in front of
these experienced CrossFitters? This really is
like middle school gym class. But have no
fear, a nice woman named Morgan waved
me over and invited me to join her and
another woman to form a group of thtee. It
was time to see what all the fuss was about.

The workout consisted of two sets of
five exercises each: 50 Wall-Balls (squatting
and then throwing a medicine ball high up
the wall and catching it without pausing),
40 burpees, 30 medicine ball lunges,
20 medball sit-ups, and 10 medball box
jumps. However, this was the weird part:
we had to complete the reps as a group,
not individually. That meant that I was
only doing two sets of 17 Wall-Balls, two
sets of 14 burpees . . . you get the picture.
21 minutes later, I had finished my first
CrossFit experience.
I'm not going to lie, I felt a little
disillusioned with the whole CrossFit
movement after my workout. While I was
working hard and definitely felt it in my
muscles, I felt like I could have done a lot
more reps and sets. Honestly, the whole
workout wasn't that hard, and I left feeling
somewhat cheated — I was hoping for that
intense, scary, eyes-bulging workout people
associate with CrossFit.
Despite the good-but-not-great workout,
my overall experience was awesome. Morgan
and Susan, the other woman, were super
helpful and showed me how to do all of
the exercises. While they talked up CrossFit
Clemson like nobody's business, when it
was time to leave, the trainers didn't tty to
sell me a membership, which I appreciated.
They welcomed me to come back again for

another free class, and I definitely think I'll
give it another shot. Maybe with some ankle
weights, who knows?
Overall takeaway: If you're interested in
CrossFit, go to some free classes, and give it
a try. The community at CrossFit Clemson is
very welcoming to newcomers, and everyone
is willing to help with any exercises. You'll
not only get your weekend started with a
good workout, but you'll also be able to tell
your friends that you do CrossFit — their
faces will make that waking up early all the
more worth it.

■IfU

SATURDAY
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^

lv" Dm

international Festival
Bowman Field
Clemson, S.C.
12-4 p.m.
FREE

(

Sperry Top-Sider's
Vacationland Concert with
Manchester Orchestra
Johnstone Meadows
Clemson, S.C.
>
3-10 p.m.
I
FREE
CU Symphony Orchesta
Bi DOks Center
Clemson, S.C.

KB
MARCH

SUNDAY

^

2A
MARCH

TUESDAY

TUESDAY

8 p.m.
$5 students
The Ten Tenors on
Broadway
Brooks Center

THURSDAY

Clemson, S.C.
8 p.m.
$20 students

(

>

Don't Dress for Dinner
Greenville Little Theatr
Greenville, S.C.
8 p.m.
$26
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THIS WEEK'S
The Colourist
The Colourist
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by Matt Spadaro, Columnist

Anna Wintour pulls April Fool's joke; Kimye still in denial
Time
This self-titled first release is an upbeat
pop-influenced album. It fits perfectly into
the band's setf-described "Majestic Rock/
Math Pop" genre. With its higher toned
vocals and uplifting progressions, the
deeper content in this first album doesn't
weigh the listener down.

The Taking Off and
Landing of Everything
Elbow

THE
TAKE OFF
AND
LANDING
OF
EVERYTHING
TimeOut says:
The album's initial track begins with a
melancholy tone without dropping the
audience into sadness. The following
tracks maintain that mellow mood and
create a cohesive sound to drown out the
real world and submerges you in theirs.

Anna Wintour, the reigning queen of the fashion
world, has injected a sense of humor into the latest
issue of Vogue Magazine. The magazines April
cover, featuring professional talk show nightmare
Kanye West and professional space occupier Kim
Kardashian, is the first in a new, annual series of
comedic Vogue covers for April Fools. It is also the
first time in recorded history that Anna Wintour has
ever made a joke.
However, it seems that the joke was lost on two of
the people who were supposed to be its biggest stars:
Kim K. and Kanye reportedly think that the cover
was intended in a serious manner, and have moved
forward in promoting it as such. When asked about
why he refuses to accept that the world was mocking
him by Jimmy Fallon on "The Tonight Show" this
past weekend, Kanye simply stared at Jimmy. It was
later reported that he simply didn't understand the

"I don't understand why Kimye doesn't understand
concept of a single person not worshipping his every
that I was only bloody kidding. As if a rapper that
move, and momentarily ceased all brain function.
Chelsea Handler probed his reality star fiancee designs hideous Justin Beiber pants and a reality TV
about the cover, asking her why she thought she was show attention seeker that peddles dreadful clothing
placed on what is largely considered the world s most through Sears would ever make a serious cover
prestigious fashion magazine. Kim had this to say to of Vogue. But, you win some you lose some. I'm
officially entering the "I don't give a f$%k" stage of
the notoriously witty late-night host:
my editorship, and this seems like an appropriate way
"I'm brunette again!"
She then seemed very confused that someone didn't to stan the transition."
Look for the April Fools Edition of Vogue on
appear with a check for $50,000 for her endorsement
newsstands everywhere next week. Also look for Kris
of the activity of dying one's hair a different color.
The world waited with baited breath for the most Jenner consuming every single issue, shredded and
powerful woman in fashion to break her silence on mixed with hundred dollar bills, in an intravenous drip
the controversial cover, and today she finally did. on this week's "Keeping Up With the Kardashians."
Anna Wintour released a statement from Malfoy
Manor after the weekly meeting of Lord Voldemort's *Tbi* arttek isjJttitMiJMIirt **d dm ttt thpkt
entourage (membership to which Kris Jenner was
recendy denied for being a #peasant).

Breakfast
for
Dinner

Awake
Tycho

ititirtcfa

TimeOut says:
Tycho keeps the atmosphere calm yet
triggers some head bobbing with his
newest atoum. His nostalgic melodies
combined with guitar from Zac Brown will
you get thinking and hopefully tapping
your toes to good memories.

Supermodel
Foster the People

••l

Cause You Know
You Missed it thij AM.
limeUutsays:
In ther newest abum, Foster the People
has continued to handle meaningful
content and tone with songs ike "Coming
of Age" and "ABeginner's Guide to
Destroying the Moon." The band has
matured its sound since 2011 but not
abandoned its pop influences.

ill

With purchase <>• a Large Drink. Offer not valid with any other discounts or promotions.
Musi show student II>, Ott, I'ANS, wear your Tiger orange!. Valid only at the location at
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in Tigertown
by Leah Vansyckel,
Assistant TimeOut Editor

On Tuesday, April 1, the field behind Holmes and Harcombe: Johnstone Meadows, will blanketed by the sounds of festival-famous musical groups and dancing
with carnival madness, as students play games to win and to smile. The Vacationland Tour, hosted by the saint of southern shoe owners, SperryTop-Sider, includes
Manchester Orchestra and The Colourist, as well as The Mowglis, singers of thehit song "San Francisco" and SXSW stunner MisterWives. Last year Sperry took it
to the West Coast, but not the best coast, with Youngblood Hawke, Vacationer and Pacific Air. This year, the tour will be hitting The University of South Carolina,
University of Tennessee and Wake Forest between March 27 and April 8. Though the musical guests are the most attractive part of this spring shebang, the less
instrumen tally inclined will have games to play like corn hole and spinning prize wheels. If you have any need to keep your mind on school and finish strong, this
event might not be the perfect place for you — it could lead to some serious festival frenzy and homework hang-ups. But if you are interested, keep reading to get
the scoop on two of these groups that are climbing the ladder of music acclaim.
TlmOut spoke with Chris Freeman, keyboardist for the five-man, independent
Manchester Orchestra from Alpharetta, Ga. His band mates, and ultimately friends,
include guitarist-singer Andy Hull, guitarist Robert McDowell, bassist Andy Prince
and drummer Tim Very.

TO: How did you all come together?
Chris We all—well, me, him, and Robert all grew up in the same area in Alpharetta,
Ga. We all went to the same church and were part of the same circle. It all came
together very naturally.
TO: How do the five of you collaborate and share and get things going
without overwhehning each other?
Chris: We've been doing this for quite a while, and it was a bit of a trial in the
beginning, a process of trial and error. We had never made records together before the
early stages. But now that we've been able to play together and grow together, we've
kinda caught onto the same wavelength. Without saying too much, we know what is
coming next. It's a very natural process for us because we're so familiar as friends and
musicians.
TO: The album tide Cope... is an interesting name. Is it channeling any
difficult experiences you all have had?
Chris: If you understand from where we came with making this album, yes. We were
making it without a label and having to do everything on our own over the last six
years. We've had to find ways to cope and get through. So while we were writing this
record, we had to be own champions. So, I think we've conquered it — yeah, we
definitely conquered it.
TO: We listened to your song Top Notch and it was kind of darker, a litde
grittier... How do you think this kind of different edge will benefit your
listeners and the movement of music?
Chris: I hope that that it will be for a people a guitar record, a strong rock record that's
different from what's being made in the acoustic, EDM, hip-hop majority. There's not
a lot of room for rock right now, and we want to start chipping away at the idea of rock
music coming back into the lives of music — it seems to be absent. If we could be a
part of that movement, that would be great.
TO: When we have our Clemson students listening to your concert, do you
want them to be grounded in the literal reality of the music? Or what is it
you hope that they'll go away to or be thinking about as they listen?
Chris: The best way to experience our concert is through community. That's
something our band is strongly rooted in. The idea of experiencing one thing all
together... When you're walking away from our show, their ears should hurt because
we were all a little too loud together and our throats are sore from singing together. I
think walking away from our show is more about being and enjoying a part of all that
as a group of people.
TO: There's a phrase around Clemson: A Clemson gendeman needs no
introduction — [you have] your self-made label "Favorite Gendeman
studios," do you think we could join your gendeman quintet?
ChrisQaughter) Yeah, I think we can try. (laughs again)

We caught a chat with Adam Castilla, founding member of The Colourist, and
Orange County, Calif, native. His once-just-friends-now-bandmates group includes
other founding member MayaTutde as well as Kollin Johannsen and Justin Wagner.
TO: I've read in a previous interview that you call yourself "friends who
make music together." As of today, your new album stands at No. 1 on the
iTunes Alternative Music Chart, "would you all change your mind about
becoming career musicians?
Adam: It's kind of evolved to a career standpoint, but we continue to look at it as just
friends. I think it's better like that, instead of making it super corporate.
TO: How did you all meet each other?
Adam: We've all been friends for a long time. Maya and I were in a band together and
then that band kind of dispersed. Rather than finding a new singer, we took the reins
and included Justin and Kollin.
TO: What are some of the influences you have had on your music?
Adam: Besides other music, each one of the songs is a personal story. One of them is
about going places and not letting anything hold you back.
TO: Speaking of not being held back and going places. California is pretty
far from South Carolina and pretty different. Wha$ the universal appeal
to your music?
Adam: That's interesting, because a lot of people interpret it how they want to. A lot
of people put their own meaning into it and if you can relate to it in your own way, I
think you're doing something right, even if it's different than how we take it
TO: What should we expect [from the show]?
Adam: We brought an elaborate California themed stage set.
TO: How would you describe your interactions together as a band? I've
heard descriptions like "giggly" before.
Adam: I think giggly is a pretty good word. We have a lot of fun. A lot of bands are
professional and short with each other, treating it like a business whereas we're friends
having a good time wherever we go, even if it's in the middle of nowhere. The last city
we were in, we went on a ghost adventure, looking up haunted places. We like to make
memories together.
TO: When someone is at the concert, how do you want them to participate?
Adam: On our live shows, people are just moving around, jumping to the music,
depending on the tempo of the song. People drive eight hours or more to come see a
show. We're building a fan base and that's what we want — we appreciate that.
TO: What would you say is your favorite group activity?
Adam: Ghost hunting.
TO: What's been one of your favorite moments performing?
Adam: Actually in Adanta, we were playing at this place called The Tabernacle. We
played and it was an amazing show, and then they had to evacuate the whole concert
because the floor was going to cave in. I'm glad everyone got out but we had to shut the
show down — Panic at the Disco only got to play one song, which was unfortunate
TO: I'm a Clemson a student through and through. USC is our worst
enemy in many ways. I have to ask: can we be sure you'll be faithful to the
Tiger spirit?
Adam: Oh, I will definitely be faithful to the Tiger spirit. Maybe I'll even get a shirt
and wear it for you.

\

♦

Spring Break is a legendary time of
year for college students. It's a week
where our blood runs hot, because
we've tasted the thrills of sunny days
but intermittent rain and excessive
testing inhibit our campus expression.
Our youth run amuck on beaches,
mountains, and urban landscapes all
over to release the passion that has
steadily built up since Christmas and
absolutely won't wait until summer.
Unfortunately, when you release your
inhibition, there's nothing left unwritten,
including potential lawsuits. Here's the
top six phrases we know came out of
someone's mouth last week.

[ "How much do I
owe you?"
Whether it was a bottle of
sweet libations or the excellent
prowess of a dedicated
wingman, you owe at least
one persori anything from a
dinner to your college tuition to
your firstborn child. Maybe you
should start a spring break trust
fund to prepare for next year.

2 "What are Redfern's
hours again?"
Whether your cabin in the
woods got a little bit chilly from
the recent rainstorms or the
heat of Florida's coast melted
your clothes off, you know
exactly why you need to go to
Redfern.

3 "Oops?"
Your entire friend group just
realized you got a shout out on
©ClemsonParties for an activity
that happened 10 days ago.
You were dumb, reckless, and
succeeded by stepping on
a couple toes. Perhaps you
should demonstrate a bit of
remorse for tossing a bucket of
water balloons off the fifth floor
of a beach condo? Nah, bro.
Only good will come of this.

4 "Maybe I'll go to
church this Sunday"
Penance never feels as
necessary as after Spring Break.

5 "Who are you?"
You've got 25 friend requests
and at least three of them look
like faces from your dreams.
They all go to different schools
and at least one is underage.
My, my. The last thing you can
correctly recall is that it was
a gorgeous, teeny, tiny bikini
and that he had excellent
abdominals. High school kids
can be so deceitful...

6 "I can't wait until
next year"
Spring Break makes either
the fondest of memories or
no memories at all. You've
returned with bad tan lines
and even worse pictures.
But you have a smile on your
face, a skip in your step, and
no obligation to accept any
of those friend requests. Get
on with your bad self and ace
exams before yOu conquer
summertime sadness.
Written by: Leah Vansyckel/
Assistant TimeOut Editor
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CAMPUS
CATWALK

Name: Lacey Firestone
'Major: Marketing
Ciass: Sophomore
Going to: meeting about
BANGS Shoes
--jling: Great, because
beautiful outside!
I

1

Jacket: Forever 21
Earrings: H&M
Shoes: BANGS

What we love: This winter is like the annoying friend that invited himself to your party and then
stayed two hours after everybody else has left. But, lucky for us, our friend keeps the good times
coming by way of clothing. Though it has been a bit nippy for March, there have been lots of
last minute, cold weather styles to strike our fancy, and we definitely saw the glam in this perfect
red ensemble. Not many people can wear a red scarf on a black and red sweater, but the way she
paired the navy leggings with the navy in the scarf and then moved right into the red cardigan
without stumbling proved she doesn't live by the rules. And though we don't advocate for leggings
as fashionable, we like several things about how she wore them. First, she ditched the riding boots
for a sweet pair of kicks called BANGS Shoes which are so hip they should be a replacement —
these social justice minded shoes connect consumers with non-profits that help people all over the
world. Plus, the BANGS Company is the brain child of a Clemson alumnus. Beyond the shoes she
wore, we love that the leggings are atypical navy instead of straight black and that she didn't pair it
with an oversized sweater or t-shirt. The whole outfit really popped with her two bits of glam: the
studs and the gold buttons on her jacket. It's difficult to find gold-buttoned jackets that don't look
ostentatious. Yet, they were a normal shape without seeming fake or costumey. Throw in their pop
with the sparkle from her studs and we say, "Oh, so pretty." Pearls may be trendy again and not just
for your grandma, but diamonds are forever.

PHOTOS AND COMMENTARY BY: LEAH VANSYCKEL/assistant timeout editor
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Welcome Home to The Woodlands
of Clemson
Now Leasing For Summer and Fall
2, 3 & 4 Bedroom Condos Available
(7 spacious floor plans to choose from. Every floor plan
offers a private bedroom/ bath suite for each tenant)
Furnished & Pet Friendly Condos Available
Ekey Condo entry (Hotel Style Key System)
Gated community with controlled access entry
Onsite Property Management (accessible 24/7)
CAT Bus Route Pick-up at Ingles
Our 6,000 Sq Ft Clubhouse Offers (Newly Renovated):

TIQCR5 LIVt IM TnCSC W99D5
l/l/e invite you to book your
property tour today.
864-654-3004
www. WoodlandsofClemson.com

A Starbucks Internet Cafe
2 - Billiard Tables
Cardio Studio with free weights, various cardio machines
and flat screen TV
Stadium Seating Movie Theater (24-seats)
2 Resort Style Swimming Pools and 1 wading pool
Features on property:
Basketball Court & Sand Volleyball Court
Bark Park "For our four legged residents"
Outdoor Pavilion with 2 grills
Car Wash Area with Vacuum
Ice Machine (Located by the pool)
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Pasatiempos
Across
1-Sweet dessert;
7- DDEs predecessor,
10- Estimator's phrase;
14- Door;
15-Latin 101 verb;
16-Smell foul;
17- Certain Muslim;
18- Author Deighton;
19- Comedian Carvey;
20- Fundamental right:
23-Post;
26- Singer Shannon;
27- Actor Lorenzo;
28- Commedia dell'
;
29- Petroleum;
30-de-sac
31-Mexican dish;
33- Sun. talk;
34- Pretend;
37- Nipper's co.;
38- Can be used to catch
fish or surf!;
39- Nasser's org.;
40- Breast-supporting
undergarment;
41- DDE opponent;
42- Grads-to-be;
43- Mental;

45-Mai
i
46- King Kong, e.g.;
47sapiens;
48- Opposed to cation;
51-Actor Vigoda;
52- Skin openings;
53- Test rube heater;
56- Periods of history;
57- Some MIT grads;
58-Main dish;
62- Even
speak...;
63- Pub pint;
64-Salty,
65- Driving aids;
66- "Treasure Island"
monogram;
67- Heavy hammer;

12-Actress Bergen
13- Green-lights;
21- Foolish persons;
22- Indistinct;
23- Native Israeli;
24-Armistice;
25- Gillette razors;
29- Cheri of "Saturday
Night Live";
30-Quit;
32-Demented;
33- Evening meal;
34-Detest;
35- Serious wrongdoing;
36- Folded food;
44- Chuckle;
45- Throws;
Down
46- Mistreats;
1-AWOL chasers;
48-Skip
;
2- That's gorta hurti;
49- Suckle;
3- Altdorf s canron;
50- Thunderstruck;
4- Adhesive label;
51-Clear as
;
5- French composer Erik; 52- Pertaining to
6-Hgt.;
punishment;
7- Hebrew liturgical prayer; 54- At hand;
8-Sniff,
55- Capone's nemesis;
9- Singer Braxton;
59-Clear (of);
10- Severe experience;
60- Chang's twin;
11- Give guns again;
61- Shoebox letters;
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k It's a beast of a hill to climb, but
when you reach the top, I'm
sure the sunset will be incredible
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July 23 - Aug. 23

VIRGO
Aug. 24 - Sept. 22
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Stawberries
Polo Cologne
Old Spice
A freshly showere
Cookies
Sunscreen
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Carolina Cup. Turn down
for what?

I sense a trip to far off
W continents in your future.

* rs p-

This Week:
What's the sexiest smell?
• Johnstone bathrooms on
the weekends
• Bath & Body Works
candles that smell
manly. .. I'm that single
• A crowded Catbus on
a hot day

k Girls totally can ask boys on
dates. Just do it.

21 June21

™>v', June 22 - July 22

Last week's puzzl e
's

M

'~&^ CANCER

"

'6
't

y°u didn't sp111 r>^-■ ■

I know you're not really one for
^ blondes, but it's worth it when
* accompanied by the voice of an
angel.

L) TAURUS
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water?
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Spring Break may have been a
L whoopsie but don't regret it - at

ARIES

33

ISO

Feb. 20 - March

13

Rumor has it there's a welldressed, well-spoken individual
k in your life. These people have a
20 tendency to spark a fire
that's hard to douse if you
play it right.
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Rusty the Bear and his friends are hidden
somewhere inside this edition of The
Tiger. Of course, they are much smaller
than this. Good luck!

Do you have a question you're dying to
know the answer to?
Tweet us!

S

f

FIND RUSTY
AND FRIENDS!

#Tiger
Real
Talk

Jan. 20-Feb. 19

CROSSWORD
11

I don't think you have to worry
k about any subway incidents.
But just to be safe... avoid cities
this week

AQUARIUS

LIBRA
Sept. 23 - Oct. 23

Look at all these silly little
mopeds around campus. You
fc should be proud of the sexy new
mode of transportation in your
future.

SCORPIO
Oct. 24-Nov. 21

Keep woking out and your
w dashing looks and rock hard abs
get even Putin jealous.

SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22-Dec. 21

6/: ALY JONBS

Giggle giggle giggle. Think
V carefully about what you just
said.

I've heard that taking notes in
W class actually helps improve
grades. I recommend you try it.

CAPRICORN
Dec. 22-Jan. 19

Horoscopes by LEAH VANSYCKEL/assistant timeout editor
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Sudoku by. printable-sudoku-puzzles.com
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